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Up-Coming Events
September
8 First Day of School
10 Open House 6pm-7pm
14 School Board Meeting
15-17 MAP Assessments
October
9 First Quarter Grades
Cut Off
12 School Board Meeting
16 First Quarter Ends
19 Second Quarter Begins
22 Parent-Teacher-Student
Conferences
25 Mama’s Country
Pancake Jamboree
30 Protestant Reformation
Day Celebration

WELCOME BACK
It seems in some ways that summer vacation only began. Yet the
calendar and the weather are telling us that it is time to walk back
through the doors and hallways of our campus. As we embrace the
excitement of learning that will take place each day in our classroom, you will hear a common theme: Cherish Excellence, Pick Up
the Pace.
You may wonder what Pick Up the Pace means. In a nutshell, it
means that LEMCA is embracing an exciting initiative. When 70%
of Seventh-day Adventist students are not in an Adventist school,
we need to go back to the foundation of success. While our school
is starting off small this year, we can rebuild our school. Better.
Stronger. More competitive. Over the course of this school year
we will be embracing industry best practices and develop a fiveyear strategic plan with the goal in mind to Cherish Excellence as
we Pick Up the Pace.
We are on the forefront of an epic journey. We are so glad you
joined us. If you are returning, we are grateful that you have placed
your trust in us, and we look forward to everyone’s support.

One thing is for certain. Each of us are to work for the Almighty
King. He deserves and expects our best, and with His help we are
going to deliver a truly great education to all our students.
723 Storey Blvd.
Cheyenne, WY 82009
www.lemca.org

Art– Understanding that art appreciation is an opinion
ELA Pathways—Taught by A Tiger

Prior to the pre-industrialization all the way
through the late 20th Century teachers used
what was called a blue book to register student information such as demographics, addresses, medical concerns and class
grades. In the 21st Century, schools in the
North American Division of Seventh-day Adventists use an electronic bluebook.
There are two versions, and LEMCA will be
using Jupiter for the 2020-2021 school year.
This is our official, legal register. All student
information will be entered in a timely basis
into this database and you will be provided
parent login information to check on your
child’s progress so there are no surprises
come report card time. This is just another
way LEMCA is Cherishing Excellence as we
pick up the pace.

This week we will be focusing on the routines,
procedures and processes of doing school.
With a new teaching principal in charge,
there is a lot to unlearn, and new information
to learn. Please encourage your student to
come with a positive attitude and an “CanDo” spirit.”
Each morning this year will start with worship. This includes singing. Not every child
enjoys singing or singing aloud. This is a
wonderful opportunity to develop this tremendous gift God has given to us.
Here are some particulars you will want to
be aware of:

ELA—Guided Reading—Create a PowerPoint
presentation on Indonesia. MS Office Suite
needs to be downloaded on your child’s laptop.
ELA—Writer’s Workshop—Expository Writing using
comparing and contrasting
ELA-Read Aloud—Hinds Feet on High Places

Math
•

Mad Minute Math

•

Grade 4—Place Value focusing on adding and
subtracting; rounding and estimating; and
checking for reasonable sums and differences

•

Grade 5—Place Value focusing on fractions
and decimals to the thousands place; place
and value; multi-digit numbers and comparisons; writing exponents

•

Grade 6—Rational Numbers focusing on finding the Greatest Common Factor; writing expression involving exponents; using PEMDAS;
and products of prime factors as exponents

•

Grade 8—Rational Numbers focusing on understanding the concept of zero and negative
exponents; using scientific notation; generating equivalent expressions; and equivalent expressions involving quotients of powers

Music—Basic rhythm concepts, symbols, and naming notes and treble staff lines.
Science—planetary bodies of the Milky Way Solar
System
Social Studies—The geography of Arabia and beginnings of Islam
Technology—Introduction to Typing.com
STREAM—Introduction to We’re All Apart of One
World project

